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THE CARATHEODORY METRIC OF THE ANNULUS

R. R. SIMHA

ABSTRACT.  An explicit formula is given for the Carathéodory metric of

the annulus in the complex plane.   The infinitesimal Carathéodory metric,

which is just the norm of the differentiation  at a point regarded as a func-

tional on the algebra of holomorphic functions, is also determined.

1.  Introduction.  The Carathéodory pseudodistance between two points

*, y of a complex manifold (or reduced complex space)  M  is by definition

c(x, y) = sup\p(f(x), f(y))\f : M — E  holomorphic!

where  E  is the unit disc and

p(zv z  ) = log
|1   -2jZ2|   +   |Zj   -22|

ll-zjz-j-lzj-zj

the invariant distance on E.  In his book [6], Kobayashi states that he does not know

what the Carathéodory metric of an annulus in the plane looks like (Example 6,

p. 52).  In this note we give the explicit formula for the Carathéodory distance

between two points of an annulus  D = \z £ C | l/R < \z\ < R\.   We also de-

termine the infinitesimal Carathéodory metric  dc(z)  of  D:

dc(z) = supi|/'(z)| \f : D —* E holomorphic and f(z) = 0i.

We conclude the note with some remarks on point derivations in complex

uniform algebras. Notice that dc(z)  is just the norm of differentiation at  z

on  H°°(D)  (or the standard algebra of  D; see §2 below).

I am grateful to B. V. Limaye for many helpful discussions.

2.  The results of Grunsky and Ahlfors.   Let  D  be  the   annulus

\z £ C | l/R < \z\ < R\,  and let p £ D be given. Let m(p) = \f:  D —> E

holomorphic, f(p) = 0\.  We must determine dc(p) = supi \f'(p)\ \ f £ m(p)\  and,

given any other  q£D,  c A\p, q) = supi|/(o)| | / £ m(p)\;  for clearly our c  is

nothing but  log[(l + c,)/(l - cl)].  It is obvious that both the suprema are
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attained.  However, what is essential for us is the deep fact, discovered by

Grunsky [5] and Ahlfors [ll, [2], that the maximising functions are in both

cases unique up to multiplicative constants of modulus one and define

ramified coverings of the unit disc of order two; thus they are determined by

their zeros.  Thus in each case we have only to locate the second zero of the

maximising function.  The maximising function can then be explicitly de-

termined.

3. Description of the Ahlfors functions.

(3.1) Let us call an /:  D —> E  an Ahlfors function if it is a (ramified)

covering of order two.  Clearly an Ahlfors function is determined up to a

multiplicative constant of modulus   1  by its two zeros.

(3.2) Lemma.   Let p,   q£ D.   Then there exists an Ahlfors function with

zeros at p and q if and only if \pq\ = 1.

Proof.   For any  / £ D,  let G(t, •)  denote the Green's function of D with

pole at t.   Now if / is an Ahlfors function with zeros at  p  and  q,  it is clear

that -log l/l = G(p, •) + G(q, • ),  Since the period of the conjugate differen-

tial of dG(t, •)  is essentially the value at   /  of the harmonic measure of D,

we see easily that G(p, •) + G(q, •) = — log|/|   for some / holomorphic in  D

¡ff|H = i.

(3.3) Lemma   [4, pp. 335-336].  For p£D, py 0, set

zx       n^(l-z/R4np)(l-p/R4"z)

PI  X\™(l-pz/R¿"t-2)(l-l/R¿ín-2pz)'

Then f(p, •)   is holomorphic in D,   has constant moduli R/p and 1  on  \z\ =

R     ,  respectively, and p  is its only zero.

(3.4). Lemma.   For any p, q in D with  \pq\ = 1,  the Ahlfors function

with zeros at p  and  q is given by

f(z)= -I f(p,z)f(q,z)
Rz

where, for t = reid, fit, z) = f(r, e~i6z).

The proof is merely a verification using (3.3).

4. Formula for c..

(4.1) Theorem.  For p, q £ D, we have

f(p, z)
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Cl(P, 9)=_i-\f(p,q)\- \f(\p\-\-\q\)\.
R\q\

Proof.  Clearly we may assume q > 0.  Let / be the Ahlfors function

such that f(p) = 0 and cAp, q) = f(q), and let s  be its other zero.   By (3.4)

and the uniqueness of /,  s  is the unique point on the circle  {i||/p| = 1}   at

which /   —►   \f(t, q)\  attains its maximum.  Now,  q  being real, we surely

have   \f(t, q)\ = \f(t, q)\,  so that for uniqueness s  must be real.  We claim

that in fact  s = —|p|      .  Indeed, this is equivalent to saying that  f(r, q) <

f(-r, q) foi r, q > 0.   This is clear for r = q,  and follows in the general case

by continuity; note that the uniqueness of / implies that f(r, q) 4 /(— r, q).

This proves (4.1).

(4.2)   Example.  We have

4 irra + i/R4n)4
cAi, -i) = i -J-.

Rn~d + l/R4"-2)4

5. Formula for dc

(5.1) Theorem.   For p > 0,  we have

dc(p) = —-f(p-\-p)f'(p,p)
Rp2

where f (p, z) = (1 _ z/p)f'(p, z).

Proof.   If / denotes the Ahlfors function with f(p) = 0 and f'(p) = dc(p),

then as in (4.1) we see by the uniqueness of / and symmetry that the other

zero of / is — p~   .  The rest is clear.

(5.2) Remark.   The formula in (5.1) is valid for any p provided we re-

place  p  by   |p|   in the right-hand side.

(5.3) Example.

2      ÏÏ?(l + l/R4n)2(l-l/R4n)2 2        / ,   W ,
dc(D = l —í-= z~ n(i —L-y (i +

R nf(l + 1/R4"-2)2(1 -l/R4"-2^2     R      \     R16"/   \     R8"'4

(5.4) The functions f(p, z) can be expressed in terms of theta-functions;

see [4].

6.  Point derivations in uniform algebras.

(6.1) In conclusion, we make some remarks on continuous point deriva-

tions on complex uniform algebras.  A (continuous) derivation d on the com-

plex uniform algebra A   at p £ Spec A   is a continuous linear map d: A —► C
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such that d(fg) =   f(p)dg +  g(p)df   for all /,  g £ A.   If D  is a domain of

finite connectivity in  C,  with analytic boundary, and A   denotes either the

standard algebra or H     of D, then for any z £ D, dc(z) is just the norm of

the standard differentiation at 2;  by Schwarz's lemma, the norm of d is the

same as the norm of its restriction to the space of functions vanishing at  2.

(6.2) Proposition.   For any complex uniform algebra A  and any point

derivation d on A,  we have  \df\ < (4/?t)||<5?|| • ||Re /||  for all f in A.

Proof.   For convenience of notation we shall work with the imaginary

parts instead of real parts.  Clearly, it is enough to prove the statement

(6.3) For any /eA  with  ||lm /|| < n/2,  \df\ < 2\\d\\.

To prove (6.3) we may assume that  Re f(p) = 0 (d being a derivation at

p £ Spec A).  Then g = (exp / - l)/(exp / + l) belongs to A  and   ||g|| < 1,

hence   \dg\ < \\d\\.  But clearly  dg = kdf where  k is the derivative of 2 —»

(exp 2 - l)/(exp 2 + 1)   at   f(p).   Since Re f(p) = 0,   we   see that  \k\ > A,

hence   \df\<2\\d\\.

(6.3) Remark.   The constant  4/77 in (6.2) is clearly the best possible, as

the case A = algebra of holomorphic functions in the unit disc,  d = standard

differentiation at the origin shows; note that  ||ii|| = 1   by Schwarz's lemma.

With the constant 2 in place of 4/77,  (6.2) is a consequence of an integral

formula for d proved by Chaumat [3].

(6.4) Corollary [7, Theorem 3-3]- // U(A) denotes the set of units of A,

then the map  2 c . log |/.| H* X c .df./f.(p), f. £ U(A), c . £ R,  z's well defined.

Now, whereas (6.2) shows that the map Re /(= log | exp /|) I—» df

(= (d exp /)/exp f(p)) is bounded (with norm < (4/77)||z^||),  (5.3) shows that

at least there is no absolute constant  K (analogous to  4/77 above) such that

\df/f(p)\ < K|klll|log|/|||,/e U(A) (for all A   and d). We have only to con-

sider the standard algebras of the annuli   l/R < \z\ < R  and the standard

differentiation at 2 = 1.  Actually, the mapping considered in (6.4) is in

general not continuous, as the following example shows.

(6.5) Example.   For 72 = 1, 2, • • •, let D^ be the discÍ2 e C| |z - l/2"| < l/23"i

and let  K = Ë - (J^° D„  (£ = closed unit disc).  Let R(K) be, as usual, the

closure in  C(K) of the rational functions holomorphic on  K.  Let  zz    be the
r n

unit   2 - 1/2"  of  R(K).  Then one easily verifies that the standard differen-

tiation at the origin defines a continuous derivation d on R(K) [8, p. 34]   and

that   \du  \/\u (0)|||log I/HI -* <*=  as  72 —> «..
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